
PROJECT 1: MONOCHROME MASTER STUDY
Due February 23 for 10% of Overall Course Grade in ART119

DESCRIPTION  

For your first project in Color Theory, you will paint a monochromatic master study. A master 
study is a handmade copy of a masterpiece by an established artist. Why should we bother to 
copy other artists' stuff? Believe it or not, it is one of the best ways to learn how successful 
artworks are conceived and constructed.

Although master studies are common in art classes, the twist here is that you will be 
transforming a full-color painting into a monochrome (one color) by observing and applying 
values. Building on what you have learned so far about mixing black and white, you will utilize a
full range of gray to craft your study. Incidentally, the technical term for a painting executed 
entirely in grays is grisaille. (pronounced griz-EYE) Grisaille works can be powerful in their 
own right or can be used as a strong foundation for later color work.

Because we are beginning our investigation of color theory this semester by studying perceptual 
or "realistic" color as it is applied to still life, your master studies will come from this genre. 
Your project will be based on one of eight famous historical still life paintings, which are 
pictured on our blog: https://zartnerds.wordpress.com/2016/01/27/project-1-step-1/. These have 
been selected because they are well-conceived, well-constructed and employ a range of values.

PROJECT BREAKDOWN  

PROJECT 1 STEP 1—CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

Due Thursday, January 28 by 11:59 pm via e-mail 

Visit our class blog and look at the eight paintings posted. Select the piece that most appeals 
to you and e-mail me the title/artist listed in the caption NO LATER than 11:59 pm this 
Thursday, January 28. I realize this is a fast turnaround, but I need time to prepare 
appropriately sized painting surfaces.

In choosing your still life, Consider the subject, composition and color. Although Project 1 is 
a monochrome, we will eventually revisit these master studies to add color. Be sure to take 
into account your comfort level with painting when selecting, but don't be afraid to take on a 
challenge. Pushing our limits is how we grow as artists. Please note that we will be using 
tracings of the paintings to get started, and so your main concern will be building value rather
than perfecting drawing structure.

PROJECT 1 STEP 2—PREPARATION OF THE PAINTING SURFACE

In class workshop on Tuesday, February 2

We will prepare our painting surface with acrylic polymer primer (colloquially called gesso).

PROJECT 1 STEP 3—IMAGE TRANSFER

Due Tuesday, February 9

We will learn to transfer a line copy of the chosen still life to the painting surface. You will 
need to complete the transfer of your still life image before class on February 9.

https://zartnerds.wordpress.com/2016/01/27/project-1-step-1/


PROJECT 1 STEP 4—BLOCKING IN VALUES

Due Tuesday, February 16

On February 9, I will demonstrate blocking in the basic value structure of a master study. You 
will then have some time to work in class. However, you will most likely need finish this step 
outside of class between February 9 and 16.

PROJECT 1 STEP 5—REFINING AND FINISHING VALUES

Due Tuesday, February 23

For the final step of project 1, we will refine our value structure and put finishing touches on 
our master copies. You will have some time to work in class, but you will also need to spend 
outside time to complete your study before the due date of February 23.

SUBMISSION  

Project 1 must be completed and ready for critique at the beginning of class on Tuesday, 
February 23. No late work is accepted, so, if you must be absent that day, please take a 
photograph of your painting and submit it to me via e-mail no later than 5:20 pm.

CRITIQUE  

We will have an in-class critique on Project 1 on Tuesday, February 23. If you haven't been in an 
art critique before, don' t worry. I will speak to the class beforehand about what to expect.

Remember that critiques are the exams of a studio art course in that they are your chance to show
off what you have learned. They are also an opportunity to get constructive feedback that may 
help you improve. Because of their importance, you are expected to attend and participate. If you
miss critique, your grade for the project will automatically lowered by one letter. Your project 
must still be submitted on time (see the guidelines under "Submission").

GRADING  

Although master studies are largely technical and formal in focus, they can nonetheless be 
powerful learning tools. As such, you will be evaluated according to the care and attention you 
put into this project. Overall, Project 1 is worth 10% of your course grade. Specific criteria for 
evaluation are:

1. Completion of all required steps in a timely manner.

2. Demonstrated understanding of the formal element of value as evidenced by your ability 
to both determine the values of observed colors and apply those values appropriately to a 
monochromatic painting.

3. Facility of paint handling including application of brushstrokes as well as blending and/or
markmaking.

4. Overall quality of the master study. Did you carefully observe the source material and use
it to effectively guide your technical and formal choices? Did you capture the essence of 
the master painting?

5. Active, thoughtful participation in critique.


